Here we present new joint reconstruction and regularization techniques inspired by ideas in microlocal analysis and lambda tomography, for the simultaneous reconstruction of the attenuation coefficient and electron density from X-ray transmission (i.e., X-ray CT) and backscattered data (assumed to be primarily Compton scattered). To demonstrate our theory and reconstruction methods, we consider the "parallel line segment" acquisition geometry of [43] , which is motivated by system architectures currently under development for airport security screening. We first present a novel microlocal analysis of the parallel line geometry which explains the nature of image artefacts when the attenuation coefficient and electron density are reconstructed separately. We next introduce a new joint reconstruction scheme for low effective Z (atomic number) imaging (Z < 20) characterized by a regularization strategy whose structure is derived from lambda tomography principles and motivated directly by the microlocal analytic results. Finally we show the effectiveness of our method in combating noise and image artefacts on simulated phantoms. arXiv:2002.05356v1 [eess.IV] 13 Feb 2020 Figure 14 . Scatter plot with outlier and origin points included (left, R=0.98), scatter plot with the outlier removed and origin points included, the origin points highlighted by an orange circle (middle, R=0.95), and the scatter plot of figure 9 with outliers and origin points removed (right, R=0.93).
Introduction
In this paper we introduce new joint reconstruction and regularization techniques based on ideas in microlocal analysis and lambda tomography [7, 8] (see also [26] for related work). We consider the simultaneous reconstruction of the target attenuation coefficient and electron density in X-ray ray imaging applications, with particular focus on the parallel line segment scanning geometry displayed in figures 1 and 2, which has the capability to measure transmission and Compton scattered data simultaneously. The acquisition geometry in question is based on a new airport baggage scanner currently in development. The parallel line geometry was first considered in [43] , where injectivity results and explicit inversion formulae are derived for the Compton tomography problem. We provide an analysis of the stability of the Compton tomography problem here, from a microlocal perspective. The scanner consists of a fixed row of monochromatic fan beam sources (S), a parallel row of detectors (D A ) to measure the count of transmission photons, and a second (slightly out of plane) row of detectors (D C ) to measure the Compton scattered intensity. Both sets of detectors are assumed to energy-resolved, as is commonly the case in Compton tomography [29, 40, 35, 36, 44] , and the fan beam source opening angle is assumed to be π so there are no restrictions due to cropped fan beams.
The attenuation coefficient relates to the X-ray transmission data by the Beer-Lambert law [25, page 2] (1.1) log
where I A is the measured photon intensity at the detector (a point on D A ), I 0 is the initial source intensity and µ E is the attenuation coefficient at energy E. Here L is a line through a source and a detector points (a line through points on S and D A ), with arc measure dl. With the full array of X-ray sources and detectors along S and D A respectively, the transmission data determine a set of integrals of µ E over lines, and the problem of reconstructing µ E is formulated as an inversion of the line Radon transform with limited data (e.g., [25, 27] ). Note that we need not account for the energy dependence of µ E in this case as the detectors are energy-resolved, so we have access to L µ E ds data for any E in our energy range, and we can neglect any errors due to beam hardening effects. See figure 1 .
When the attenuation of the incoming and scattered rays is ignored, the Compton scattered intensity in two dimensions can be modelled as the integrals of the electron density over toric sections [29, 40, 44] (1.2)
where I C is the Compton scattered intensity measured at a point along D C and n e is the electron density. A toric section T = C 1 ∪ C 2 is the union of two intersecting circles of the same radii (as displayed in figure 1, see also [44] ), and dt is the arc measure on T .
Here the recovery of n e is obtained by an inversion of the toric section (or circular arc) Radon transform [28, 29, 40, 44] (in the cited works a variety of source-detector acquisition geometries are considered for the toric section transform). See figure 2 . See also [35, 36] for alternative reconstruction methods. Regarding the approximation made above to neglect the attenuative effects from the forward Compton model. When the attenuation effects are included, the inverse scattering problem becomes non-linear. We choose to focus on the analysis of the idealised linear case here, as this allows us to apply the well established theory on linear Fourier integral operators and microlocal analysis to derive a closed form expression for the image artefacts. Such analysis will likely give valuable insight into the image artefacts in the non-linear case moving forward. Furthermore, given the linear formulation, we can clearly demonstrate our theory in simulation through the application of linear least squares algorithms (so we do not face problems in the machinery of a non-linear inversion). The non-linear models and their inversion properties are hence left for future work. The line and circular arc Radon transforms with full data (e.g. full fan beam transmission data [24] or the acquisition geometry of Palamodov for Compton data [29] ), are known to have stable inverses in the sense that the solution for µ E and n e is stable in some Sobolev space, and hence with adequate regularization we can reconstruct a density image free of artefacts. With limited data however (e.g. in the parallel line scanning geometry of figure 1, with limited angle transmission data [25] , or limited energy Compton data [40] ), the solution is unstable and the image wavefront set (the image edges and the directions in which they occur, see Definition 2.2) is not recovered stably in all directions. We will see later in section 3 through simulation that such data limitations in the parallel line geometry cause a blurring artefact over a cone in the reconstruction. There may also be additional non-local artefacts specific to the acquisition geometry (e.g. in [44] for Compton data), which we shall discover later in section 3 for Compton data in the parallel line scanner geometry.
The main goal of this paper is to combine limited datasets in transmission and Compton tomography with new lambda tomography regularization techniques, so as to be able to recover the image edges stably in all directions, with particular focus on the limited data Figure 1 . Parallel line X-ray transmission scanning geometry. Here S, D C and D A denote a row of sources, scattering detectors and transmission detectors respectively. Since the fan beams are assumed to have opening angle π, the measured data correspond to the set of integrals of µ E over lines L which intersect the line segments S and D A simultaneously. The length of the detector (and source) array is 2a. An open cone of directions C R ⊂ S 1 is highlighted in orange. We will refer to C R later for visualisation in section 4.
inherent to the parallel line scanner in figure 1 . In lambda tomography the image reconstruction is carried out by filtered backprojection of the Radon projections, where the filter is chosen so as to provide an explicit solution modulo smoothing. This means that the jump singularities in the lambda reconstruction have the same location and direction to those of the target function, but the smooth parts are undetermined. A common choice of filter is a second derivative in the linear variable [4, 36] . The application of the derivative filter emphasizes the singularities in the Radon projections, and this is a key idea behind lambda tomography [7, 8, 41] , and the microlocal view on lambda CT (e.g., [4, 33, 36] ). The regularization penalty we propose aims to enforce a similarity in the wavefront sets of µ E and n e , by minimizing the difference d m ds m R(µ E − n e ) L 2 (R×S 1 ) for some m ≥ 1, where R denotes the hyperplane Radon transform. Therefore, with a full set of Radon projections, the proposed regularization penalty enforces a similarity in the locations and magnitude of the image singularities (edges) of µ E and n e in all directions. Furthermore d m ds m R for m ≥ 1 is equivalent to taking m − 1/2 derivatives of the object (this operation is continuous of positive order m − 1/2 in Sobolev scales), and hence its inverse is a smoothing operation, which we expect to be of aid in combatting the measurement noise. In addition, the regularized inverse problem we propose is linear (similarly to the Tikhonov regularized inverse [15, page 99] ), which (among other benefits of linearity) allows for the fast application of iterative least squares solvers in the solution. The linear least squares formulation is possible given the linearity of
Similar problems in joint image reconstruction and material characterization are considered in for example, [1, 14, 34, 37, 38, 39] , and also regularization techniques for joint reconstruction methods in [3, 39] . In [37] the authors consider the joint reconstruction of the attenuation coefficient across multiple energies (a problem in hyperspectral or colour X-ray CT) from energy resolved transmission data. The reconstruction methods applied assume the attenuation maps to be highly correlated across energies and the authors develop low-rank tensor regularization schemes. The objective functions are non-linear and non-convex and the minimization is achieved using an Alternating Direction Method of Multipliers (ADMM) implementation. In [38] the authors consider the joint reconstruction of the photoelectric and Compton components of the attenuation coefficient from energy resolved data. Here the authors assume a similarity in the image wavefront sets (image edges), and enforce an edge similarity via a correlation type metric on the image gradients in the regularization. A satisfactory recovery of the Compton component is achieved using a Levenberg-Marquardt algorithm. However the recovery and regularization of the photoelectric component proved more troublesome. The regularization applied uses similar ideas to that of the cross-gradient constraints applied in [10, 11] in seismic imaging. The main difference being that the works of [10, 11] enforce the hard constraint that the image gradients must be parallel (or have cross product zero), whereas in [38] the constraints are soft and added as an additional objective penalty (which favours more highly correlated image gradients).
In [43] the authors introduce a new toric section transform T in a translational geometry based on the machine scanner of figure 2. Here injectivity results, boundedness proofs and explicit inversion formulae are derived, but the stability analysis is lacking. We aim to address the stability of T in this work from a microlocal perspective and, through an analysis of the canonical relations of T , we discover the existence of non-local artefacts in the inversion, similarly to the works of [44] . In [34] the joint reconstruction of the attenuation coefficient and electron density in a pencil beam scanner geometry is considered. Here a gradient descent solver is applied to a non-linear objective function, derived from the physical models, and a weighted, iterative Tikhonov regularization penalty is applied. The works of [3] improve the wavefront set recovery in limited angle CT using a partially learned hybrid reconstruction scheme, which adopts ideas in microlocal analysis, machine learning and deep neural networks. However the fusion with Compton data is not considered. In our work we assume an equality in the image wavefront sets of the attenuation and electron density image (similarly to [38] ), and we investigate the microlocal advantages of combining Compton and transmission data, as such an analysis is lacking in the literature. We introduce a new linear least squares problem for the joint recovery of the attenuation coefficient and electron density, with the aim to improve the recovery of the wavefront set of µ E and n e simultaneously (in a similar vein to the cross-gradient methods of [10, 11] and the correlation penalties of [38] ).
Parallel line Compton scanning geometry. Here S, D C and D A denote a row of sources, scattering detectors and transmission detectors respectively. The remaining labels are referenced in the main text. The measured data correspond to the set of integrals over toric sections T = C 1 ∪ C 2 whose points of self intersection lie on the line segments S and D C . An open cone of directions C T ⊂ S 1 is highlighted in orange. We will refer to C T later for visualisation in section 3. Note that we have cropped out part of the left side (left of O) of the scanner in this picture.
Using microlocal analysis, we will show how the data measured at the transmission and scattering detectors (D A and D C respectively, as labelled in figure 1 ) are highly complimentary in terms of the image wavefront set recovery, and we later go on to demonstrate through simulation the significance of our microlocal theorems to the edge recovery of µ E and n e . Under the assumption that the µ E and n e images share the same wavefront information (i.e. WF(µ E ) = WF(n e )), we derive a new regularization method based on ideas in lambda tomography which enforces a similarity between WF(µ E ) and WF(n e ) in the joint reconstruction, while also applying a degree of smoothing, so as to combat the noise.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. In section 2, we recall some definitions and theorems from microlocal analysis which will be used to prove our theoretical results.
In section 3 we present a novel microlocal analysis of the toric section Radon transform T in the parallel line geometry (to explain the image artefacts in a reconstruction of n e from Compton data). Here we show that the toric section operator can be written as the sum of two Fourier Integral Operators (FIO's) T = T 1 + T 2 , where T 1 and T 2 are circular Radon transforms, which define the integrals of a function over circles with centers on a line. Through an analysis of the canonical relations C j of the T j , we provide proof that C j is 1-1. Following these results, we go on to prove our main theorem (Theorem 3.2), where we show that the canonical relation of T (namely C 1 ∪ C 2 ) is 2-1. This implies the existence of nonlocal image artefacts in a reconstruction from toric section integral data. Further we find explicit expressions for the non-local artefacts and simulate these by applying the normal operations T * T and T * i T j (for i, j ∈ {1, 2}) to a delta function (as in [44] ) to demonstrate our theory.
In section 4 we present a microlocal analysis of the line Radon transform in the parallel line geometry in order to describe the artefacts in a reconstruction of µ E from transmission data. This amounts to a limited dataset for the line transform, whereby we have knowledge of L µ E ds for all L which intersect the two line segments S and D A (as in figure 1 ). The limited dataset we consider is shown to be described by a smooth "diamond-shaped" cutoff region of the full Radon sinogram (see figure 6 ) and hence is a special case of [2] .
In section 5, we introduce our new joint reconstruction method for low effective Z imaging (Z < 20) which combines the transmission and Compton data to reconstruct µ E and n e simultaneously while enforcing a similarity in the image wavefront sets by lambda tomography regularization. Later in section 5 we present reconstructions of µ E and n e image phantoms from simulated data using the proposed joint reconstruction and regularization methods. For comparison, and to back up the theory presented in sections 3 and 4, we present reconstructions of µ E and n e from separate (non-joint) data with Total Variation (TV) regularizers.
We also compare against a joint reconstruction with TV to further highlight the advantages (and disadvantages) of the proposed lambda regularizers. A joint reconstruction with lambda regularizers is shown to offer an improved image quality and reconstruction error in some cases when compared to the joint and non-joint TV methods. The joint TV method is shown to perform well also and is optimal among the methods tested on more complex phantoms. The separate TV reconstructions are found to be heavily distorted by limited data image artefacts (as predicted by our microlocal theory). We see an almost complete removal of the image artefacts when using joint data.
Microlocal definitions
We next recall some definitions. For X an open subset of R n , let D (X) denote the vector space of distributions on X, and let E (X) denote the vector space of distributions with compact support contained in X. . For a function f in the Schwartz space S(R n ), we define the Fourier transform and its inverse as
We use the standard multi-index notation: if α = (α 1 , α 2 , . . . , α n ) ∈ {0, 1, 2, . . . } n is a multi-index and f is a function on R n , then
We identify cotangent spaces on Euclidean spaces with the underlying Euclidean spaces so if X is an open subset of R n , then the cotangent space of X is identified
If φ = φ is a function of (x, ξ) ∈ X × R N then we define the derivatives
The singularities of a function and the directions in which they occur are described by the wavefront set [6, page 16]:
This definition follows the intuitive idea that the elements of WF(f ) are the point-normal vector pairs above points of X where f has singularities. For example if f is the characteristic function on the unit ball in R 3 , then
That is, the wavefront set of the characteristic function on a ball is the set of points on a sphere paired with the normal vectors to the sphere. The wavefront set of a distribution on X is normally defined as a subset the cotangent bundle T * (X) so it is invariant under diffeomorphisms, but we will not need this invariance. Therefore, we will continue with our identification of T * (X) = X × (R n \ {0}) and consider WF(f ) as a subset of X × R n \ {0}. Note that these symbols are sometimes denoted S m 1,0
By the implicit function theorem the requirement for a phase function to be clean is satisfied if d (d ξ φ) has constant rank. 
In addition, we assume that φ is nondegenerate in the following sense: d y,ξ φ and d x,ξ φ are never zero.
The canonical relation parametrised by φ is defined as
with Schwartz kernel given by an oscillatory integral of the form
This is a simplified version of the definition of FIO in [5, Section 2.4] or [21, Section 25.2] that is suitable for our purposes since our phase functions are global. For general information about FIOs see [5, 21, 20] . Definition 2.7. Let C ∈ T * (Y × X) be the canonical relation associated to the FIO A : E (X) → D (Y ). Then we denote π L and π R to be the natural left-and right-projections of C, π L : C → T * (Y ) \ {0} and π R : C → T * (X) \ {0}.
We have the following result from [21] . Proposition 2.8. Let dim(X) = dim(Y ). Then at any point in C:
(i) if one of π L or π R is a local diffeomorphism, then the other map is a local diffeomorphism (so C is a local canonical graph); (ii) if one of the projections π R or π L is singular at a point in C, then so is the other. The type of the singularity may be different but both projections drop rank on the same set
If a FIO F satisfies our next definition, then F * F (or F * φF if F does not map to E (Y )) is a pseudodifferential operator [13, 31] . Definition 2.9. Let F : E (X) → D (Y ) be a FIO with canonical relation C then F (or C) satisfies the semi-global Bolker Assumption if the natural projection π Y : C → T * (Y ) is an embedding (injective immersion).
Microlocal properties of translational Compton transforms
Here we present a microlocal analysis of the toric section transform in the translational (parallel line) scanning geometry. Through an analysis of two separate limited data problems for the circle transform (where the integrals over circles with centres on a straight line are known) and using microlocal analysis, we show that the canonical relation of the toric section transform is 2-1. The analysis follows in a similar way to the work of [44] .
Let r m > 1 and define the set of points to be scanned as
Here r m controls the depth of the scanning tunnel as in figures 1 and 2. Let (s, x 0 ) ∈ Y := (0, ∞) × R. For j = 1, 2 we define the circles C j and their centers c j
Note that r = √ s 2 + 1 is the radius of the circle C j . The union of the reflected circles C 1 ∪C 2 is called a toric section. Let f ∈ L 2 0 (X) be the electron charge density. To define the toric section transform we first introduce two circle transforms
Now we have the definition of the toric section transform
where ds denotes the arc element on a circle. We express T in terms of delta functions as is done for the generalized Funk-Radon transforms studied by Palamodov [30] T f (s,
Note that the factor in front of the integrals comes about using the change of variables formula and that
So the toric section transform is the sum of two FIO's with phase functions
for j = 1, 2. Our distributions f are supported away from the intersection points of C 1 and C 2 , and hence we can consider the microlocal properties of T 1 and T 2 separately to describe the microlocal properties of T . Proposition 3.1. For j = 1, 2, the circle transform T j is an FIO or order −1/2 with canonical relation
Furthermore C j satisfies the semi-global Bolker assumption for j = 1, 2.
Proof. First, one can check that φ j and T j both satisfy the restrictions in Definition 2.6 so T j is a FIO. Using this definition again and the fact that its symbol is order zero [31] , one sees that it has order −1/2.
A straightforward calculation using Definition 2.5 shows that the canonical relation of T j is as given in (3.5) . Note that we have absorbed a factor of 2 into σ in this calculation.
Note that coordinates on C j are given by
We now show that C j satisfies the semiglobal Bolker assumption by finding a smooth inverse in these coordinates to the projection Π L :
First, s and x 0 are known and
A straightforward linear algebra exercise shows that the unique solutions for σ and x 1 are
This gives a smooth inverse to Π L on the image Π L (C j ) and finishes the proof.
Because C j satisfies the Bolker Assumption, the composition C * j • C j ⊂ ∆, where ∆ is the diagonal in T * (X). Hence in a reconstruction from circular integral data with centres on a line we would not expect to see image artefacts for functions supported in x − 2 > 0 unless one uses a sharp cutoff on the data.
The canonical relation C of T can be written as the disjoint union
For convenience, we will sometimes label the coordinate
In addition, Π R : C → T * (X) is two-to one onto D.
Proof. Let µ = (x; ξ) ∈ T * (X) \ {0} and let x = (x 1 , x 2 ) and ξ = (ξ 1 , ξ 2 ). If µ ∈ Π R (C j ) for either j = 1 or j = 2, then ξ 2 = 0 by (3.5) since x 2 < 2. For the rest of the proof, assume µ is in the set D given by (3.9) We will now describe the preimage of µ in C j . The covector µ is conormal to a unique circle centered on x 2 = 2, and its center is on the line through x and parallel ξ. If the center has coordinates (c, 2), then a calculation shows that c is given by
Using this calculation, one sees that the radius of the circle and coordinate s are given by
and the coordinate (x 0 ) j is given by
A straightforward calculation shows that
This gives the coordinates (3.6) on C j and shows that Π R : C j → D is injective with smooth inverse. Now, we consider the projection from C. Given (x, ξ) ∈ D, our calculations show that the preimage in C, in coordinates (3.6) is given by two distinct points
The coordinates are given by (3.11), (3.12) and (3.13) respectively.
The abstract adjoint T t j cannot be composed with T i for i = 1, 2, because the support of T i f can be unbounded in r, even for f ∈ E (X) and T t j is not defined for such distributions. Therefore, we introduce a smooth cutoff function. Choose r M > 2 and let ψ be a smooth compactly supported function equal to one on [1, r M ] and define (3.14) T * j g = T t j (ψg) for all g ∈ D (Y ) because our bound on r introduces a bound on x 0 so the integral is over a bounded set. Now, we can state our next theorem, which describes the artifacts that can be added to the reconstruction using the normal operator, T * T .
where D is given by (3.9), and the sets Λ ij are given for (x, ξ) ∈ D by
where the functions λ 12 and λ 21 are given by (3.19) and (3.20) respectively. Note that the functions λ ij are defined for only some (x, ξ) ∈ D and singularities at other points do not generate artifacts.
Therefore, T * T recovers most singularities of f , as indicated in the first term in (3.15), but it adds two sets of singularities, as given by Λ 12 (f ) and Λ 21 (f ). Note that, even if T * j and T j are both elliptic above a covector (x, ξ), artifacts caused by other points could mask singularities of f that "should" be visible in T * T f .
Proof. Let f ∈ E (X). By the Hörmander-Sato Lemma [19, Theorem 8.2.13] We have the expansion
This proves the first part of the inclusion (3.15) .
We now analyze the other two terms to define the functions λ ij and finish the proof.
Using the calculations in the proof of Theorem 3.2 one sees that C 1 • (x, ξ) 1 is given by
where we have taken these from the proof of Theorem 3.2. To find C * 2 • C 1 • (x, ξ) we calculate the composition of the covector described in (3.18) with C * 2 . Note that the values of x 0 and s are the same in both calculations and are given by (3.18) . After using (3.8) and that
where x 0 = (x 0 ) 1 (x, ξ) and s = s(x, ξ) are given in (3.18) and η is calculated using the expression (3.8) with j = 2.
Note that the function λ 12 is defined for only some (x, ξ) ∈ D; for example if the argument for the square root defining y 2 (x, ξ) is negative, then y 2 (x, ξ) is not defined and the point (x, ξ) will not generate artifacts in Λ 12 .
A similar calculation shows for (y, η) ∈ D that (3.20)
Note that the function λ 21 is not defined for all (y, η) ∈ D, and other points (y, η) do not generate artifacts. This is for the same reason as for λ 12 . The visible singularities in the reconstruction come from the compositions T * 1 T 1 and T * 2 T 2 since these are pseudodifferential operators of order −1. The artefacts come from the "cross" compositions T * 2 T 1 and T * 1 T 2 , and they are FIO of order −1. Therefore, since the terms that preserve the real singularities of f , T * i T i , i = 1, 2, are also of order −1, T * T smooths each singularity of f by one order in Sobolev scale and the composition T * 2 T 1 (corresponding to the artifact λ 12 , if defined at this covector) can create an artefact from that singularity that are also one order smoother than that singularity, and similarly with the composition T * 1 T 2 . Second, our results are valid, not only for the normal operator T * T but for any filtered backprojection method T * P T where P is a pseudodifferential operator. This is true since pseudodifferential operators have canonical relation ∆ and they do not move singularities, so our microlocal calculations are the same. If P has order k, then T * P T decreases the Sobolev order of each singularity of f by order (k − 1) in Sobolev norm and can create an artefact from that singularity of the same order.
3.1. Artifacts for T * T due to limited data. In practice we do not have access to T f (s, x 0 ) for all s ∈ (0, ∞) (or r ∈ (1, ∞)) and x 0 ∈ R, and will have knowledge of x 0 ∈ (−a, a) and r ∈ (1, r M ) for some a > 0 (see figures 1 and 2) and maximum radius r M > 1.
We now evaluate which wavefront directions (x, ξ) will be visible from this limited data. Let us consider the pair (x, ξ) ∈ C 2 (s, x 0 ) × S 1 and let β be the angle of ξ from the vertical as depicted in figure 2. Then c 2 (s, x 0 ) = ((2 − x 2 ) tan β + x 1 , 2) and
(noting that we only consider x such that 1 > x 2 > 2 − r M ). Then the maximum directional coverage of the singularities (wavefront set) at a given x ∈ X which are resolved by the To demonstrate the artefacts, we apply a discrete form of T * T to a delta function. We have the expansion 
Now, let f be a delta function at y. We calculate the artifacts where r = 2−x 2 cos β and x 0 = x 1 − s + r sin β. This means that all Λ ij artifacts will be in these sets. Note that besides the Λ ij artifacts shown in figure 4e and 4f there are limited data artifacts caused by circles meeting y of radius r M (figures 4a-4c) and these are of higher strength in Sobolev norm.
To simulate a δ function discretely we assign a value of 1 to nine neighbouring pixels in a 200-200 grid (which will represent [−2, 2] × [−3, 1]) and set all other pixel values to zero. Letting our discrete delta function be denoted by x δ , we approximate T * T δ ≈ A T Ax δ , where A is the discrete form of T . For comparison we show images of
x δ , a characteristic function on the set S 12 ∪ S 21 , and the artefacts induced by λ 12 and λ 21 . Here A j is the discrete form of T j , for j = 1, 2. See figure 3 . We see a butterfly wing type image artefacts in (A T 1 A 1 +A T 2 A 2 )x δ due to the limited r and x 0 inherent to our acquisition geometry (there are directions unresolved in the wavefront set of δ). In the (A T , and hence they are not observed in the reconstruction. In figure 4 however the artefact curves due to λ 12 and λ 21 intersect [−2, 2] × [−3, 1] in the top left and right hand corners respectively. In this case the artefacts are observed faintly (their magnitude is small compared with the reconstructed delta function) in the reconstructions, and they align exactly with our predictions. To show the artefacts induced by the Λ ij more clearly, we repeat this analysis with a second derivative filtered backprojection. That is we show images of T * d 2 dr 2 T δ. Note that the second derivative filter is applied in the variable r (the torus radius). The application of a second derivative filter is a common idea in lambda tomography [7, 8] , and is known to highlight the image contours (singularities or image edges) in the reconstruction [36, Theorem 3.5]. See figure 5 . As the artefacts induced by Λ ij appeared to be largely outside the scanning region ([−2, 2] × [−3, 1]) in our previous simulations, we have increased the scanning region size to [−3, 3] × [−4, 2], to show more the effects of the Λ ij in the observed reconstruction. Here the filter d 2 dr 2 suppresses the artefacts due to the limited data backprojection (on S 12 ∪ S 21 ), and the artefacts induced by the Λ ij appear as additional contours in the reconstruction. The observed artefacts appear most clearly in the (T * Figure 5 . T * ΦT δ and (T * 1 ΦT 2 +T * 2 ΦT 1 )δ images with the predicted artefacts induced by Λ 1 and Λ 2 . Here Φ = d 2 dr 2 . We give examples for two locations of δ functions. Location 1 is (0,0.85) and location 2 is (-2.8,0.9). reconstruction (i.e., those from Λ ij (f )). Such advice would be of benefit to our industrial partners in airport screening to remove the concern for non-local artefacts in the image reconstruction of baggage. Indeed the machine dimensions used in this paper seem to be a suitable choice as the artefacts appear largely outside the reconstruction space (see figures 3 and 4).
The transmission artefacts
The detector row D C collects Compton (back) scattered data, which determine the data T f (s, x 0 ) for a range of s and x 0 , where f = n e is the electron charge density. The forward detector array D A collects transmission (standard X-ray CT) data, which determine a set of straight line integrals over the attenuation coefficient f = µ E , for some photon energy E. This limited data can cause artefacts in standard X-=ray reconstructions, and we will analyze these artefacts using the theory in [2] . Let L s,θ = {x ∈ R 2 : x · Θ = s} be the line parameterized by a rotation θ ∈ [0, π] and a directed distance from the origin s ∈ R. Here Θ = (cos θ, sin θ) and L s,θ is the line containing sΘ and perpendicular to Θ.
In the scanning geometry of this article, the set S of X-ray transmitters is the segment between (−4, 3) and (4, 3) and the set of X-ray detectors, D A , is the segment between (−4, −5) and (4, −5) as in figure 1. For this reason, the cutoff in the sinogram space is described by the set The characteristic function on H is displayed in figure 6 , and H appears as a diamond shape in the sinogram space. Figure 6 . The characteristic function of H. Note that, in this picture, we are assuming the origin in object space is at O = (0, −1) (the center of the square with opposite sides S and D A ) when parameterizing lines.
To illustrate the added artifacts inherent in this incomplete data problem, we simulate reconstructions of delta functions with transmission CT data on H. We apply an both an unfiltered backprojection and a filtered backprojection. See figure 7 . Here R L f denotes Rf known for (s, θ) ∈ H. By the theory in [2] , artefacts caused by the incomplete data occur Figure 7 is at a point (t, −1) for some t with 0 < t < 2, so the lines that meet the support of the delta function, (t, −1) that are in the boundary of H must also contain either (4, 3) or (4, −5) . This is true because S and D A are mirror images about the line y = −1 and since t ∈ (0, 2). Furthermore, by this on symmetry, these artifact lines will be reflections of each other in the vertical line x 1 = t. This is illustrated in our reconstructions in Figure 7 . The opening angle of the cone in the delta reconstructions decrease (fewer wavefront set directions are stably resolved) as we translate δ to the right on the line x 1 = −1. The artefacts are also observed similarly in reconstructions using the Filtered Back Projection (FBP) formula, but the scale is different, so they are more difficult to see.
Example 4.1. We now use these ideas to analyze the visible wavefront directions for the joint problem. Let S = [−4, 4] × [−5, 3] be the square between S and D A and let O = (0, −1), the center of S. We consider wavefront at points (x 1 , x 2 ) ∈ [−2, 2] × [−3, 1] which is a square centered at O and the region in which our simulated reconstructions are done.
By (4.1), lines in the data set must intersect both S and D A , so lines through O in the data set are all lines through O that are more vertical than the diagonals of S. Because visible wavefront directions are normal to lines in the X-ray CT data set [32] , the wavefront directions which are resolved lie in the horizontal open cone between normals to these diagonals. Therefore, they are in the cone C R = {±(cos α, sin α) : −π/4 < α < π/4}. This is illustrated in figure 1 .
An analysis of the singularities that are visible by the Compton data was done in section 3.1. For the point O, the angle defined by (3.21) gives β m = 1.23 and the cone of visible directions given by (3.22) is the vertical cone with angles from the vertical between −β m and β m since the parameter r M = 9. A calculation shows that 2(π/4 + β m ) > π and this implies C R ∪ C T = S 1 and we have a full resolution of the image singularities at O.
However, for points near the bottom x 2 = −3, there are invisible singularities that are not visible from either the Compton or X-ray data. For example, the vertical direction (0, 1) is not normal to any circle in the Compton data set at any point (0, x 2 ) for x 2 ∈ [−2.5, −3]. Figure 8 shows the points for which all wavefront directions are visible at those points (yellow color-roughly for points (x 1 , x 2 ) for x 2 > −2) and near the bottom of the reconstruction region, there are more missing directions.
We let Γ denote the solid light-colored (yellow) region (roughly the top 3/4 of the figure) in Figure 8 in which all wavefront directions are recovered.
A joint reconstruction approach and results
In this section we detail our joint reconstruction scheme and lambda tomography regularization technique, and show the effectiveness of our methods in combatting the artefacts observed and predicted by our microlocal theory. We first explain the physical relationship Figure 9 . Scatter plot of n e vs µ E for E = 100keV (left) and E = 1MeV (right), for 153 compounds with effective Z < 20 taken from the NIST [22] database. The correlation is R=0.93 (left) and R=0.98 (right).
between µ E and n e , which will be needed later in the formulation of our regularized inverse problem. The attenuation coefficient and electron density satisfy the formula [42, page 36]
where σ E denotes the electron cross section, at energy E. Here Z denotes the effective atomic number. In the proposed application in airport baggage screening (among many other applications such as medical CT) we are typically interested in the materials with low effective Z. Hence we consider the materials with Z < 20 in this paper. For large enough E and Z < 20, σ E (Z) is approximately constant as a function of Z. Equivalently µ E and n E are approximately proportional for low Z and high E by equation 5.1. See figure 9 . We see a strong correlation between n e and µ E when E = 100keV and Z < 20, and even more so when E is increased to E = 1MeV. The sample of materials considered consists of 153 compounds (e.g. wax, soap, salt, sugar, the elements) taken from the NIST database [23] . In this case σ E ≈ ν for some ν ∈ R is approximately constant and we have µ E ≈ νn e . For a given energy E, ν is the slope of the straight line fit as in figure 9 . Throughout the rest of this paper, we set ν as the slope of the straight line in the left hand of figure 9 (i.e. ν ≈ 0.57), and present reconstructions of µ E for E = 100keV. In sections 3 and 4 we discovered that the R L µ E and T n e data provide complementary information regarding the detection and resolution of edges in an image. More specifically the line integral data resolved singularities in an open cone C R with central axis x 1 and the toric section integral data resolved singularities in a cone C T with central axis x 2 . So the overlapping cones C R ∪ C T give a greater coverage of S 1 than when considered separately. In figures 3, 4 and 7, this theory was later verified through reconstructions of a delta functions by (un)filtered backprojection.
For a further example, let us consider a more complicated phantom than a delta function, one which is akin to densities considered later for testing our joint reconstruction and lambda regularization method. In figure 10 we have presented reconstructions of an image phantom f (with no noise) from R L f (transmission data-middle figure) using FBP, and from T f (Compton data-right figure) by an application of T * d 2 dr 2 (a contour reconstruction). In the reconstruction from Compton data, we see that the image singularities are well resolved in the vertical direction (x 2 ), and conversely in the horizontal direction (x 1 ) in the reconstruction from transmission data. In the middle picture (reconstruction from R L ), the visible singularities of the object are tangent to lines in the data set (normal wavefront set) and the artifacts are along lines at the end of the data set that are tangent to boundaries of the objects. In the right-hand reconstruction from Compton data, the visible boundaries are tangent to circles in the data set and the streaks are along circles at the end of the data set. Note that the visible boundaries in each picture complement each other and together, image the full objects. This is all as predicted by the theory of sections 3 and 4 (and is consistent with the theory in [2] and [9] ) and highlights the complimentary nature of the Compton and transmission data in their ability to detect and resolve singularities.
Given the complimentary edge resolution capabilities of R L µ E and T n e , and given the approximate linear relationship between µ E and n e , we can devise a joint linear least squares reconstruction scheme with the aim to recover the image singularities stably in all directions in the n e and µ E images simultaneously. To this end we employ ideas in lambda tomography Applying a derivative filter d m ds m R θ , for some m ≥ 1, increases the strength of the singularities in the Θ direction by order m in Sobolev scale. Given f, g ∈ E(R n ), we aim to enforce a similarity in WF(f ) and WF(g) through the addition of the penalty term d m ds m R(f − g) L 2 (R×S 1 ) to the least squares solution. Note that we are integrating over all directions in S 1 to enforce a full directional similarity in WF(f ) and WF(g). Specifically in our case f = µ E , g = n e and we aim to minimize the quadratic functional (5.2) arg min
where R L denotes a discrete, limited data Radon operator, R is the discrete form of the full data Radon operator, T is the discrete form of the toric section transform, b 1 is known transmission data and b 2 is the Compton scattered data. Here α is a regularization parameter which controls the level of similarity in the image wavefront sets. The lambda regularizers enforce the soft constraint that µ E = νn e (since d m ds m Rf = 0 ⇐⇒ f = 0 for f ∈ L 2 c (X)), but with emphasis on the location, direction and magnitude of the image singularities in the comparison. Further we expect the lambda regularizers to have a smoothing effect given the nature of d m ds m R as a differential operator (i.e. the inverse is a smoothing operation). Hence we expect α to also act as a smoothing parameter. The weighting w = T 2 / R L 2 is included so as to give equal weighting to the transmission and scattering datasets in the inversion. We denote the joint reconstruction method using lambda tomography regularizers as "Jlam". A common choice for m in lambda tomography applications is m = 2 [4, 36] (hence the name "lambda regularizers").
With complete X-ray data, the application of a Lambda term yields this R * d 2 ds 2 Rf = −4π √ −∆f [25, Example 9], so the singularities of f are preserved and emphasized by order 1 in Sobolev scale, so they will dominate the Lambda reconstruction. Hence choosing m = 2 is sufficient for a full recovery of the image singularities. Since the singularities are dominant in the lambda term, they are matched accurately in (5.2). Indeed we have already seen the effectiveness of such a filtering approach in recovering the image contours earlier in the right hand of figure 10 . We find that setting m = 2 here works well as a regularizer on synthetic image phantoms and simulated data with added pseudo random noise, as we shall now demonstrate. We note that the derivative filters for m = 2 are also worth exploration but we leave such analysis for future work.
µ ± σ Sep Jlam JTV n e 0.26 ± .006 0.14 ± .004 0.17 ± .012 µ E 0.41 ± .02 0.15 ± .008 0.17 ± .022 Table 1 . Simple phantom mean (µ ) and standard deviation (σ ) relative error comparison with separate reconstructions (Sep), joint reconstruction with lambda tomography regularizers (Jlam) and joint reconstruction with TV regularizers (JTV).
To test our reconstruction method, we first consider two test phantoms, one simple and one complex (as in [44] ). The phantoms considered are supported on Γ, the region in figure 8 in which there is full wavefront coverage from joint X-ray and Compton scattered data. The simple density phantom consists of a rectangular and circular object with relative densities (n e ) of 1 and 2 respectively (as displayed in the top left of figure 11 ). The complex density phantom consists of two ellipsoids, a right-angled-triangle and a thin cross, with relative densities of 1, 2, 3 and 4 respectively (as displayed in the top left of figure 12 ). To simulate the corresponding attenuation coefficient phantoms, we multiply each of the non-zero components of the density image by ν(1 + G), where G is a random draw from N (0, σ err ) and σ err is the standard deviation of the relative errors in the left hand straight line fit of figure 9 (for E = 100keV). To simulate data we set
and add a pseudo random Gaussian noise
for some noise level η, where l is the length of b and v G is a vector of length l of draws from N (0, 1). For comparison we present separate reconstructions of µ E and n e using Total Variation (TV regularizers). That is we will find
to reconstruct µ E and for n e , where TV(f ) = ∇f 1 and α > 0 is a regularization parameter. We will denote this method as "Sep". In addition we present reconstructions using a joint reconstruction method with TV (and denote this method as "JTV"), for a comparison using joint data and the state-of-the-art regularization techniques. To implement JTV we minimize
where w = T 2 / R L 2 as before, and we set µ E = νn e after we have reconstructed n e . Here we impose the hard constraint that µ E = νn e . We choose to do this to compare Jlam against the optimal performance using JTV, as the hard equality constraint halves the number of unknowns (i.e. we are only reconstructing n e , as opposed to n e and µ E simultaneously) to be recovered when compared to the soft constraint formulation (i.e. using an additional penalty term such as µ E −νn e 2 ). Due to the nature of the lambda regularization penalty we cannot reduce the number of unknowns in this way using Jlam, which gives an advantage to JTV over Jlam in this sense. We wish to stress however that the comparison with JTV is included purely to illustrate the potential advantages (and disadvantages) of the lambda regularizers when compared to the state-of-the-art regularization techniques on the market. Namely is the improvement in image quality due to joint data, lambda regularizers or are they both beneficial? We are not claiming a state-of-the-art performance using Jlam, but our results show Jlam is competitive, and it is numerically easier to implement, requiring only least squares solvers. The Jlam reconstructions are no worse than JTV and the reconstructions in Figure 13 show that Jlam has fewer artifacts when there is not full wavefront coverage (when the object is not contained in Γ). Table 5 . Complex phantom background (zeros of ground truth image) mean (µ A ) and standard deviation (σ A ) absolute error comparison with Jlam and JTV.
To minimize (5.2), we store the discrete forms of R L , R and T as sparse matrices and apply the Conjugate Gradient Least Squares (CGLS) solvers of [16, 17] (specifically the "IRnnfcgls" code) with non-negativity constraints (since the physical quantities n e and µ E are known a-priori to be non-negative). To solve equations (5.5), (5.6) and (5.7) we apply the heuristic least squares solvers of [16, 17] (specifically the "IRhtv" code) with TV penalties and nonnegativity constraints. The relative reconstruction error is calculated as = x−y 2 / x 2 , where x is the ground truth image and y is the reconstruction. The absolute reconstruction error is A = x − y 2 . For all methods compared against we simulate data and added noise as in equations (5.3) and (5.4) , and the noise level added for each simulation is η = 0.1 (10% noise). Through experimentation we found that 1 < α < 100 was a suitable range for the choice of hyperparameter for all methods. In all simulations conducted here we choose α ∈ {j ∈ Z : 1 ≤ j ≤ 100} such that is minimized (i.e. we are comparing the best possible performance of each method) for a noise level of η = 0.1 (noting that the noise level remains constant throughout this paper). For each value of α tested a different random 10% noise draw was used. After the optimal hyperparameters were selected, we performed 100 runs of Sep, Jlam and JTV on both phantoms for different added noise draws, and randomly generated attenuation phantoms (multiplying the non-zero densities by ν(1 + G), where G is a Gaussian draw as described earlier). We present the mean (µ ) and standard deviation (σ ) relative errors over 100 runs in tables 1 and 4 for the simple and complex phantom respectively. For every table presented in this paper the results are given in the form µ ± σ for each method. The image reconstructions presented in this section are one of the 100 runs conducted selected at random.
See figure 11 for image reconstructions of the simple phantom using Sep, Jlam and JTV, and see table 1 for the corresponding mean and standard deviation of the reconstruction errors. In the separate reconstruction of n e (using method Sep) we see a blurring of the ground truth image edges (wavefront directions) in the horizontal direction (the two vertical edges of the rectangle are not stably resolved and similarly for the circular phantom) and there are artefacts in the reconstruction due to limited data, as predicted by our microlocal theory. In section 3 we discovered the existence also of non-local artefacts induced by the mappings λ ij . However these were found to lie largely outside the imaging space unless the singularity in question (x, ξ) ∈ WF(n e ) were such that x is close to the detector array (see figures 3 and 4). Hence why we do not see the effects of the λ ij in the phantom reconstructions, as the phantoms are bounded sufficiently away from the detector array. The added regularization may smooth out such artefacts also, which was found to be the case in [44] . In the separate reconstruction of the attenuation coefficient image we see a similar effect, but in this case we fail to resolve the wavefront directions in the vertical direction due to limited line integral data. This is as predicted by the theory of section 4 and [2] .
In the joint reconstruction results with TV and lambda regularizers (using methods JTV and Jlam) we see a large reduction of the image artefacts in the reconstructions of both n e and µ E simultaneously, since with the joint data we are able to detect and stably resolve the image singularities in all directions. The reduction in the mean reconstruction error is also significant (particularly in the reconstruction of µ E ). Thus it seems that the joint data is the greater contributor (over the lambda regularisation) to the improvement in the image quality (when the phantoms are supported on Γ), as both approaches with joint data perform well and comparably.
The mean reconstruction error is further improved using Jlam on the simple phantom and we also see an improvement in the error standard deviation using Jlam. So on average we see better results in this case using Jlam, and the results are more consistent (less deviating from the mean), particularly in the case of the µ E reconstruction. Upon a side by side comparison of the Jlam and JTV image reconstructions, we see a comparable edge resolution. However there is a greater background distortion in the JTV image, whereas the zero regions are more accurately distinguished using Jlam. Conversely, the non-zero parts of the image are more effectively smoothed using JTV and less so with Jlam. This is validated by the results of tables 2, 3, 5 and 6, which compare the mean and standard deviation errors over the zero and non-zero parts of the phantoms separately. See tables 2 and 3 for the simple phantom error comparison and tables 5 and 6 for the complex phantom error comparison. Note that we are comparing the absolute error A on the phantom background (the zero part of the phantom), since the relative error is undefined when comparing to zero. In addition we note that the JTV objective is non-linear and thus requires significant additional machinery (e.g. in the implementation of the "IRhtv" code of [12] used here for JTV) in the inversion when compared to Jlam, which is a straight forward implementation of linear least squares solvers. For the complex phantom, see figure 12 for image reconstructions using Sep, Jlam and JTV, µ ± σ Jlam JTV n e 0.09 ± .008 0.25 ± .004 µ E 0.11 ± .017 0.26 ± .023 Table 7 . Horizontal bar phantom mean (µ ) and standard deviation (σ ) relative error comparison with separate reconstructions (Sep), joint reconstruction with lambda tomography regularizers (Jlam) and joint reconstruction with TV regularizers (JTV).
1.17 ± .14 5.90 ± .21 µ E 0.95 ± .32 3.38 ± .11 Table 8 . Horizontal bar phantom background (zeros of ground truth image) mean (µ A ) and standard deviation (σ A ) absolute error comparison with Jlam and JTV. and table 4 for the mean and standard deviation of the error. Here we see similar image artefacts as in the simple phantom reconstructions. There are severe image artefacts using Sep due to limited data and the TV regularizers are not sufficient to combat the artefacts. The mean reconstruction errors are further amplified using all methods (when compared to the simple phantom case) due to the increase in the problem complexity. We do not encounter any significant reconstruction artefacts using Jlam or JTV, and the distortion effects of the simple phantom reconstructions are present here also. The mean errors in this case are and complex phantoms considered thus far are supported within Γ (the yellow region of figure  8 ) so as to allow for a full wavefront coverage in the reconstruction. To investigate what happens when the object is supported outside of Γ, we present additional reconstructions of a horizontal bar phantom with support towards the bottom (close to x 2 = −3) of the reconstruction space. In this case we have limited data and the full wavefront coverage is not available with the combined X-ray and Compton data sets. The bar phantom and image reconstructions are presented in figure 13 , and the relative errors are displayed in tables 7, 8 and 9. We present the relative errors for the two most competitive methods considered, namely Jlam and JTV. The reconstruction processes and hyperparameter selection applied here were exactly the same as for the simple and complex phantom. In this case we see artefacts in the Compton reconstruction along curves which follow the shape of the boundary of Γ, and the X-ray artefacts constitute a vertical blurring as before. The error and image quality when using the Jlam and JTV methods are less comparable in this example (when compared to the simple and complex phantom reconstructions) with Jlam out-performing JTV by all metrics considered. In particular JTV seems to fail to remove the curved artefacts observed in the Compton image. This gives evidence that Jlam is most optimal among the methods presented when faced with limited data, and further that Jlam can offer satisfactory reconstruction under such constraints. However this is only a single test of the capabilities of Jlam and JTV with limited data and we leave future work to conclude such analysis.
Conclusion
Here we have introduced new joint reconstruction and regularization techniques for low effective Z imaging (Z < 20) based on ideas in microlocal analysis and lambda tomography. The reconstruction methods presented were tested on a "parallel line segment" (first introduced in [43] ) acquisition geometry, motivated by system architectures for airport security screening applications. In section 3 we presented a novel microlocal analysis of the toric section transform T first proposed in [43] for the Compton tomography problem, and proved the existence of non-local artefacts in a reconstruction of n e from T n e through an analysis of the canonical relations of T . We provided explicit expressions for the base points of the artefacts via the mappings λ 12 and λ 21 , and verified our predictions through a contour reconstruction of a delta function. The observed artefacts superimposed exactly with our predictions, and the non-local artefacts appeared as additional (unwanted) image contours in the reconstruction. Further a microlocal analysis of the transmission tomography problem was provided in section 4. Here we showed that the missing data in the sinogram space formed a "diamond-shaped" smooth cutoff region and we explained the image artefacts in a reconstruction of µ E from the limited Radon data R L µ E using the theory of [2] .
By using microlocal analysis, we discovered that the transmission and Compton datasets provided complimentary information in terms of the image wavefront set recovery. That is the set of wavefront directions resolved by the transmission data were shown to be disjoint (or with only small angular intersection) from those covered by the Compton data (see Example 4.1). Using this idea and an approximate linear relationship between n e and µ E (a high correlation in the NIST data [22] for high E and low Z effective), we devised a new linear least squares reconstruction scheme in section 5, which enforced a similarity in the image wavefront sets WF(n e ) ≈ WF(µ E ) by comparing the filtered Radon projections of n e and µ E . Specifically we enforced a wavefront similarity by the addition of the penalty term d m ds m R(µ E − n e ) L 2 (R×S 1 ) , where m ≥ 1 controls the order of the singularity compared. We set m = 2 in our work, as is a common choice in lambda tomography applications [36] . We tested our reconstruction method (Jlam) on two image phantoms, one simple and one complex, and added a high level (η = 0.1, or 10% noise) of pseudo random noise to data generated by inverse crime. Image reconstructions and the relative error statistics were provided for Jlam and compared against a joint reconstruction with TV regularizers (method JTV) and reconstructions with separate data and TV regularizers (method Sep). We saw severe image artefacts appearing in the reconstructions with separate data (using Sep) due to limited data and the microlocal properties of R L and T . This was as predicted by the theory of sections 3 and 4. The image artefacts were almost completely removed however in the joint reconstructions and we saw a stable recovery of the image contours when using Jlam and JTV. The relative error statistics when using Jlam and JTV were also highly comparable. We note that the JTV objective is non-linear and thus requires significant additional numerical machinery when compared to Jlam, which is a straight forward implementation of linear least squares solvers. We also note that Jlam has fewer artifacts than JTV in our reconstructions in which not all wavefront is covered by the joint data (see in figure 13 ).
This work highlights the potential benefits of combining the scattered and transmission data (in certain acquisition geometries) from a microlocal perspective, in regards to the contour reconstruction of the density and attenuation coefficient. The new lambda regularizers and joint reconstruction techniques proposed (method Jlam) also show great promise moving forward and can perhaps be combined with TV ideas (or other such powerful regularizers) in future work to further improve the image quality.
We have focused on the parallel line scanner geometry of figure 1 in this work, which has a potential for application in airport baggage screening. While this is a motivated example which highlights the benefits of joint data in contour reconstruction, there are perhaps other machine geometries and applications where the proposed methods would offer improved results (compared to standard X-ray CT). In future work we aim to consider more generally the possible source-detector configurations for which the transmission and scattered data offer complimentary edge recovery. Another motivated example of interest is in limited angle fan-beam tomography. That is, can we add additional energy-resolved detectors to the classical fan beam setup such that the Compton data recovers the missing contours due to limited angles? As the Compton data can be measured simultaneously with the transmission data, we expect such ideas to be beneficial in reducing dosage in medical CT (i.e. achieving satisfactory image quality with limited angle measurements (and hence limited dose) and joint Compton data).
